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TODAY’S PURPOSE

Baseline information about Lancaster County

What the local plan writing process looked like for us

Elements of our plan/strategy



CONSERVATION IN LANCASTER COUNTY



LANCASTER COUNTY

60 municipalities
43 MS4 communities

Don’t forget!
- Businesses
- Schools and higher education institutions
- Non-profits
- Approx 550,000 residents
- 5400 farms, half are plain sect

Over half of our streams are impaired.
Clean water is a quality of life issue!



THE COLLABORATIVE SPECTRUM



Lancaster needs to reduce
11 million pounds of nitrogen and 
500,000 pounds of phosphorus

The data we received throughout the 
process was very helpful.  But we kept 
coming back to the data in the Toolbox 
as our foundation.  

Total Nitrogen Reductions Needed, 2018 to 2025

LOCAL GOALS AND RESOURCES TO START

Total Nitrogen Reductions Needed, 2018 to 2025

Source:
Matt Johnston, University of Maryland



THIS PROCESS FOR US – THE “HOW”

 Identify what efforts are “compliance” and what are 
new, big ideas with local support

 Continuous conversation and data collection
 Municipal roundtable & Engineers luncheon
 Conference call with the Ag Council
 Presentation to the County Planning Board of 

Commissioners
 Meetings with EPA and the Bay Program for 

customized data and resources
 Data summit that pulled experts together for a 

community mapping tool
 Farmer Forum
 Public Release in October, then integrate revisions



THE PROCESS

 Everything was on a shared 
Google Drive.

 The writing team met every 2 
weeks with homework in 
between

 We set ourselves a few deadlines 
and worked backwards with 
assignments.

 We made revisions and added 
more detail based on public 
comments and expert feedback.   



BASICS OF THE PLAN

Agriculture

Stormwater

Buffers

Stream Restoration

Land Use & Planning

Data Management



SAMPLE PROJECT RESULTS

Example: Dirt and gravel road program



SAMPLE PROJECT RESULTS



MOVING FORWARD

While we have identified the way these goals can be accomplished in Lancaster County, the responsibility 
remains with the state to achieve the reductions. Identifying the funding from a state level that will enable that 
success is a key component of the work ahead.  The Lancaster Clean Water Partners will continue to focus on 
clean and clear water in a local sense.  We also fully appreciate the leadership potential Lancaster could provide 
in our collaborative community approach for state-wide success in meeting its overall goals.  That is an 
opportunity for all of us to direct and use resources wisely to achieve the biggest reductions in an efficient 
manner.  

We look forward to the next phase of discussions and the shift toward implementation where and when it is 
appropriate.  Thank you again for seeking local input for this WIP and for giving the Lancaster Clean Water 
Partners the opportunity to coordinate the drafting of Lancaster’s local plan.

Sincerely,

The Lancaster Clean Water Partners
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